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ABSTRACT

The term Walker Ci rcu1ation is used to refer to the zonal over-

turning across the equatorial Pacific driven by enhanced convection over

the Indonesian region. In this work, we attempt to simulate the Walker

Circulation with a linear model including cumulus friction forced by a

stationary tropical heat source. The sensitivity of the model circu-

lation to changes in the basic state is examined. A non-zero mean

zonal wind basic state is found to enhance the extratropical response to

the tropical heat source. Including a mean Hadley cell in the basic

state acts to raise the level of zero wind in the model Walker Circu-

lation. In addition, the advective processes of a mean Hadley cell tend

to enhance the extratropical response in the case where the heating is

embedded almost entirely in mean easterly winds. When the mean Hadley

cell is not included for this case, the main response is confined to the

tropics.
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1. Introduction

Bjerknes (1969) introduced the term Walker Circulation to refer to

a zonal overturning across the equatorial Pacific driven by the ascent

of moist air in the western equatorial Pacific. It was named in honor

of Sir Gilbert Walker because of its close ties to Walker's Southern

Oscillation. Newell et al. (1974) define the circulation somewhat

differently, as the deviation of the wind field from the zonal average.

This then results in a series of cells around the globe (Fig. 1.1)

rather than the one cell that Bjerknes envi s ioned. However the pre

domi nant celli s the response to the greater 1atent heating in the

Indonesian region of the western Pacific.

The Walker circulation is a thermally direct circulation that rises

in the western Pacific and has a wide band of subsidence over the

eastern Paci fi c. Bjerknes I theory was that the ci rcul at ion is the

manifestation of a sea surface temperature gradiant. His idea for the

maintenance of the circulation is as follows. In the eastern Pacific,

upwelling of cool water keeps the air above it too cold to ascend in a

Hadley type circulation. Instea'd, this air flows to the west towards

Indonesia where there exists warmer water and thus the air can warm and

rise. Warm sea surface temperatures would then provide condensational

heat i ng to dri ve the ri sing motion above the heat source. However, a

budget study by Cornejo-Garrido and Stone (1977) brings about questions

as to whether Bjerknes I theory is correct. They agreed that the mai n
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Fig. 1-1. Contours of zonal mass flux in a 100 wide
strip centered on the equator. Figure is
taken from Newell et al. (1974).
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drive for the circulation is the heating due to zonal variations in

condensation; however, they observed that where condensation is a

maximum, surface evaporation turns out to be a minimum. They concluded

that enhanced condensation is a consequence of moisture convergence, not

enhanced evaporation. Thus we see that the precise mechanisms for

maintaining the Walker Circulation and causing the variability in the

circulation are not well understood.

Some of the previ ous work that has been done di rect ly concerni ng

the Walker circulation has treated the interannual variability of the

circulation, especially in conjunction with El Nino events. These

studies are significant given the global impact of a major surface

warming in the eastern Pacific. Rowntree (1972) used the then current

GFDL general circulation model and changed the bottom boundary condi

tions by putting in different sea surface temperatures. His output

showed a direct thermal circulation relative to the increased ocean

temperatures in the eastern Pacific. This result resembles what pappens

to the Walker Circulation during an El Nino event. Julian and Chervin

(1978) also did a study with a GCM that included eastern Pacific posi

tive sea surface temperature anomalies to determine their effect on the

Walker Circulation. The net result in their model was to weaken the

Walker Circulation.

These two studies address changes in the Walker Circulation due to

anomalous surface conditions, but do not look at what the mechanisms are

for creating the circulation in the first place. A number of studies

have addressed the response of the atmosphere to tropical heat sources,

giving us a better idea of why the circulation is there in the first

place and what gives it the structure it exhibits. These studies have
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involved much simpler models than the full blown GeM studies and thus

gi ve us a better handl e on what parameters in the mode 1 cal cul at ions

bring about certain results.

Gill (1980) did an analytical study on heat-induced tropical circu

lations. He solved a set of equations on a beta-plane using the long

wave approximation. These equations were linearized with respect to a

motionless basic state. His solutions for the lower level showed that

rising motion occurs directly above the heat source, with easterlies to

the east of the heat source and a smaller region of equatorial wester

lies west of the heat source. He interpreted this solution in terms of

equatorially trapped Kelvin and Rossby waves. When the heating is

switched on at an initial time, Kelvin waves carry that information

eastward only, which in turn creates easterly trades to the east of the

heating. Webster (1972) also interpreted the response to a tropical

heating as a Kelvin wave acting east of the heating. Only equatorial

Rossby waves which have a phase speed approximately one-third that of

the Kelvin wave carry information westward. Because of the slower

Rossby wave speed, it does not penetrate as far west in the presence of

the constant 2 1/2 day Rayleigh friction used in Gill ' s study as the

Kelvin wave does to the east. So, the region of westerlies is narrower

than the region of easterlies (Fig. 1.2).

Webster (1981) used a linear spherical primitive equation model

with a zonally symmetric basic state to study the atmospheric response

to different heatings. He computed the amount of condensational heating

that would result from a specified sea surface temperature anomaly and

then ran the model to steady state. For a tropical heat source he found

low level convergence with stronger winds to the west of the heat source.
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He found maximum rising motion in the vicinity of the maximum of the

condensational heat source as occurs in the observed Walker Circulation.

Lau and Lim (1982) solved the shallow water equations with forcings

in different types of mean winds. They concluded that a Walker-type

circulation is excited by a heating symmetric about the equator and also

identified the response with a Kelvin mode to the east and a Rossby mode

to the west of the heating.

Geisler (1981) attempted to isolate a Walker circulation with a

linear primitive equation model. Unlike the other studies discussed,

his model included momentum rearrangement by cumulus clouds. He forced

the model by condensational heating which was the deviation from the

zonal average and found the steady state solution. His results show a

region of low level easterly winds across most of the Pacific of broader

1ongi tudi na1 extent and weaker than the overturn; ng west of the heat

source. This coincides with the observed structure shown in Figure 1.1.

However, the, 1eve1 of the zero wi nd iss i gnifi cantly lower than

observed, which may be due to the absence of a mean Hadley cell in the

basic state.

Although the studies by Gill, Webster, Lau and Lim, and Geisler

produced circulations that qualitatively resemble the observations,

there are some aspects that di ffer from the observed ci rcul at i on and

some potentially significant physical processes that have not been

included in these studies. The observed circulation over the Pacific

has the zero level of the deviation from the mean zonal wind between 400

and 500 mbs as seen in Figure 1.1. In Geisler1s study he tried changing

the vertical structure of the heat source in an attempt to determine the

effect of that on the zero wind level. Although the zero wind level did
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rise when the elevated heat source was used, it was not of much signifi

cance since the entire region between 600 and 350 mbs was one of little

motion. However, his study did not include a mean vertical velocity in

the basic state while it did include a cumulus mass flux. The term w~~

and the cumul us fri ct i on term probably act to cancel each other out.

This would then give a result more like Geisler's case without the

cumulus friction which did have a higher zero wind level.

Hartmann et al. (1984) also addressed the question of how important

the vertical heating profile is on the structure of the Walker circu

lation in a linear model. They compared results between using a conven

tional convective plume heating profile and a mature cloud cluster

heat i ng profil e whi ch is concentrated in upper 1ayers. They concl uded

that using the mature cloud cluster heating profile raises the resulting

circulation to a height more like that which occurs in the observed

circulation. However, they did not include cumulus friction or a mean

Hadley cell in their basic state. The presence of a mean Hadley cell

may act to raise the height of the resulting circulation without using

an elevated heat source.

In this study, we are using a model very similar to the one

described in Geisler (1981). As with these other studies, we are using

a linear model and are looking at the response to a single tropical heat

source. We are adding upon Geisler's study by including first a real

istic mean zonal wind field obtained from the FGGE (First GARP Global

Experiment) data, and then a prescri bed Hadl ey cell that is computed

from an analytical stream function. This study will attempt to

determine how important these changes in the basic state are on the
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resulting model circulation. Specifically, we will examine how

including a mean zonal flow and a mean Hadley cell affect the model

response, and what the effects of including cumulus momentum mixing are.
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2. Model Description

The model used for thi s study was developed by Duane Stevens and

Paul Ciesielski at Colorado State University. A complete description of

the model is given in Stevens and Ciesielski (1984).

The model equations are the primitive equations linearized with

respect to an arbitrary basic state. The various basic states used will

be discussed in the following sections. The model is formulated on a

sphere and employs the hydrostatic approximation. The variables are

expanded into a bas i estate independent of time and 1ongi tude and a

perturbation which is the deviation from the basic state. The expansion

is of the form,

X(A, S, z, t) = xeS, z) + X'(S, z)e i(SA - at)

where

S = latitude,

Po
z = 1n ( /P),

s =wavenumber,

A = longitude,

a =frequency,

t = time,

(-) = basic state

( ),ei(sA - at) =perturbation on the basic state.
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The equations are spectral in longitude; that is, a single Fourier

component is assumed in the zonal direction. A frequency is specified

by the user; for our study we set the frequency equal to zero and

studied the steady state response to a specified perturbation heating.

Dissipation is introduced in the form of Rayleigh friction, Newtonian

cooling, cumulus friction and vertical diffusion. The linearized

equations used are as follows, and a list of symbols used is given in

Appendix A.

U momentum equation:

[
. i su

-1a + -- + CY.acose R
-aV tan e] u· + y aul + Waul - 9 £ (M I)

a ae az p az C
U

9 ~(~ aU
I )+ [1 au - -au tan e - f] Vi +

P az H az a ae

na [- --]- ~ -- Mu l + M I(U - u)p az c c c c (2.1)

V momentum equation:

[ 2
a
U tan e + f] u. [. isu 1 av] ,+ -1a + acose + CY. R + a ae v

vav' - av' 9 ~ (M- Vi)
+ a ae +-w az - p az c

- 9 ~ [ MVi + M • (v - V)]p az c c c c (2.2)
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Hydrostatic approximation:

ami
~ - RT I = 0az

Continuity equation:

~ + 1: av l
_ tana Vi + awl - Wi = 0

acosa a aa a az

Thermodynamic equation:

[ - icr +~ + CiN + WK 1TI +acosa

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

g £...(~ aU
I

) g £...(~ aV
I

)

The vertical diffusion terms, p az H az ,p az H az ,and

~ ;z (B! ;~I) are necessary for the numerical integration scheme to give

nonsingular solutions. Stevens et al. (1977) noted that vanishing of
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au _
oZ - BC·u,

oV _
oZ - BC·v,

aT _
oZ - BC3·T

where

H ·CD·V
BC = o 0

'V
0

H ·CD·V
BC3 0 0= A

'V o

and Ho
= RTo 'V = 'V (z = OL A = v(z = 0),g ,

0 'Va

and physical vertical velocity equal zero unless otherwise noted. At

the model edges, the meridional velocity vanishes.

The model is actually run with sin(S) as the latitudinal coord-

inate. This places half of the grid points between 30°5 and 300 N which

is the region we are most interested in studying.

The bas i c state temperature profil e is computed so that the mean

zonal wind is in thermal wind balance with the mean temperature dis-

tribution. A mean tropical sounding placed at the equator is used as a

starting point. The basic state wind fields are arbitrary.

A second order finite difference scheme is used in the vertical and

latitudinal directions. The system is then solved in a manner similar

to that described in Lindzen and Kuo (1969).
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The model is run for several wavenumbers t then the responses are

summed up to gi ve the perturbation heating a Gaus sian dependence in

longitude. The amplitudes are given by the Fourier transform of the

heating function. For each wavenumber the amplitude is:

1
2

s :# 0

s = 0
(2.6)

where Ao is the Gaussian scale and s the zonal wavenumber.
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3. Comparison with Geisler's Model

Initially, we made two model runs as similar as possible to those

discussed in Geisler (1981) in order to assess the similarities and

differences between the two models. The first run includes Rayleigh

fri ct i on and the second run has a cumul us fri ct i on term instead of

Rayleigh friction.

As Geisler did, we used a heating function that has a vertical

dependence that is cubic in pressure. The form of the perturbation

heating function is,

(3.1)

where A is longitude, A
o

= 40°, y is sin(latitude), and Ao is sin(11.5°)

= 0.2. The vertical dependence is of the form

(3.2)

where PT = 140 mb, Pb = 900 mb, P2 is chosen to give a maximum heating

at 400 mb, and Q
o

is chosen to give a maximum precipitation rate o"f

(Fig. 3.1)
~c -(p - PT)

The mass fl ux profi 1e is of the form r = 1 - exp
co Po

where PT corresponds to cloud top (140 mb) and PO is a detrainment scale

(100 mb). This form follows that given in Stevens et al. (1977). gMco =

1 cm/day.

2.5 mb/hr as used in Geisler (1981) which corresponds to a zonally

averaged rainfall close to the observed mean of 2 m/yr.
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With the Walker Circulation considered to be the response to the

deviation of precipitation from the zonal average, we can then use a

perturbation heating that averages to zero around the globe. Following

Geisler (1981), we place the base level of the Gaussian in longitude at

1. 2 m/year. Thi sis because the zonal average of a Gauss i an wi th an

amplitude of 1 cm/day and an e-folding width of 40° is 0.8 m/yr which is

then subtracted from the zonal mean of 2 m/yr. Thi s gi ves the heating

field that is shown in Fig. 3.2. In actually running the model, this

amounts to neglecting the wavenumber zero response.

The model Geisler used has constant static stability. This would

correspond to the mean temperature profile that is given in Fig. 3.3.

Note that this profile has no tropopause. The Newtonian cooling
_1

coeffi ci ent for these compari son runs is aN = 15 days. For the case
_1

with no cumulus friction, the Rayleigh friction coefficient is a R = 5

days. The model is run with 41 gri d poi nts in the vert i ca1 and 25 gri d

points in the latitudinal direction. Ten wavenumbers are summed using

the weighting factors given in (2.6) to obtain the complete wind fields

for the Gaussian anomaly.

First we will compare our model results for wavenumber one alone to

those presented in Geisler (1981). For these runs the model top was

placed at z = 2.56 which corresponds to Geisler's runs with H= 8.8 km.

We used the same boundary condHions specified in Geisler's model for

these comparison runs, that is, a rigid lid at the top and w = 0 at the

bottom.

The phase-amplitude diagram for the perturbation zonal velocity on

the equator from our model (Fig. 3.4) is virtually identical to the

results shown in Geisler's paper (Fig. 3.5). Our results for the case
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including cumulus friction (Fig. 3.6) are similar but not identical to

Geisler's (Fig. 3.7). The zero wind levels are at approximately the

same pressures. however the ampl itudes of the upper maximum and lower

maximum are slightly larger than those obtained with Geisler's model.

This is probably a consequence of the higher vertical resolution in our

model. 41 vertical levels as opposed to 16 vertical levels. With the

higher number of vertical levels. we are better resolving ~z (McU'c) in

the upper levels where it is a dominant term and ~z (Mcu') in the lowest

levels where it is a very significant term. The amplitudes of the

various terms are shown in Figure 3.8.

Although the values for u' on the equator seem to be in good agree-

ment with Geisler's results. when we obtain the solution for the

Gaussian anomaly. our results for the run which includes cumulus fric-

tion look quite different from Geisler's in both the upper and lower

levels.

Geisler's results are shown in Figure 3.9. His figure at 9.75 km

woul d correspond to 330 mb and .75 km woul d correspond to 918 mb. We

have shown results from our model for the closest levels to those given

by Geisler.

First we will examine the major differences in the upper level

winds. The perturbation velocity winds output from our model run are

pictured in Figure 3.10a. The structure of the easterly perturbation

winds immediately to the west of the heat source is quite similar to

Geisler's case as far as the u field is concerned. However. the region

of westerlies to the east of the heat source exhibits a significantly

different structure in our results. We see the appearance of a westerly

jet at approximately 200 from the equator and 300 to the west of the

center of the heat source.
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In addition, the v field we obtain is somewhat different from that

shown in Geisler's paper. To the west of the heat source, the overall

pattern is similar although we find a larger magnitUde in the circula-

t i on that operates ina sense oppos i te to that of a Hadl ey ce11. The

circulation that acts to oppose the Hadley cell has its maximum about

100 east of the center of the heating in our run, but in Geisler's case

the maximum occurs about 300 east of the center of the heating. We also

find that to the east of the heat source, the circulation that acts to

enhance the Hadley cell is stronger than for Geisler's run.

If we compare the two models' results in the lower levels, again we

see differences. Our perturbation u field (Fig. 3.10b) is similar to

Geisler's west of the heating, but much different east of the heating.

Agai n, our maximum is off the equator in the response east of the

heat i ng whil e Gei s1er 'si s not. Our v fi e1d response that acts to

oppose the Hadley cell has its maximimum very close to the center of the

heating as does Geisler's. However, our v field response that acts to

enhance the Hadley cell covers a broader longitudinal region than does

Geisler's. It also has its maximum east of the heating rather than west

of the heating as occurs in Gei 1ser I s run. These di fferences in the

lower levels are probably due to the viscosity profile we are using.

For our run, the diffusion terms are of the form ~ ~Z(-Rt~~), where ~t
is a function of height. In the lowest 100 millibars of the model this

is a dominant term and is probably contributing to the differences in

the lower levels. For our run we use a larger viscosity below cloud

base to simulate a boundary layer. In other runs we will discuss in

later sections, a viscosity profile was used that did not include a

hi gher value of vi scos ity near the surface and for these cases, the
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maximum in the v field in the lowest levels occurs near 60 degrees west

of the heating as is the case in Geisler's run. For the run Geisler
a avdid, he used a diffusion term of the form az (K az) where K = 5 X 104

cm2
s ' not a function of height. However, this is not a dominant term

near 300 mb and does not explain the differences in the u field there.

Because we found these differences between the two models, we tried

a third model to see if it would agree with our results. John Anderson

(1984) has developed a prognostic model to study the 40-50 day

oscillation that is very similar to ours as far as the equations are

concerned, but is solved using completely different techniques. To

obtain a steady state solution, we ran his model to equilibrium. His

mode 1 is also 1i near", is formul ated on a fi nite beta-plane, and is

spectral in both horizontal directions. His model has the same cumulus

friction parameterization as previously discussed, and was forced with

the same cubic heating profile. Different mean temperature and

viscosity profiles were used. The resulting perturbation u field at the

closest level in John Anderson's model that corresponds to the level

being discussed is shown in Figure 3.11. This model also produces

westerly jets of a similar magnitude between 15° and 20° off the

equator. This result gives us confidence that the cumulus friction

parameterization is correctly done in our model.

Because of this agreement between two independent models, we

suspect a possible coding error in Geisler's implementation of cumulus

friction. We intend to pursue this question further in consultation

with Professor Geisler.
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4. Effects of changing stability and adding a mean cumulus mass flux

One step that can be taken to approach a more realistic basic state

on which to simulate a Walker Circulation is to use a realistic temp-

erature profile. The temperature profile used for the runs discussed in

the previous section did not have a tropopause, however cloud top did

not go to the top of the model, but cut off at 140 mb. For the runs we

will discuss in this section, a mean tropical temperature was obtained

from the U.S. Standard Atmosphere Supplement (1966). This profile is

shown in Fi gure 4.1. The tropopause is located at 100 mb and the

heating (Fig. 4.2) and mass flux profile both extend from 900 mb to

tropopause height. The heating is of the same horizontal structure as

used in Geisler (1981). The vertical dependence is as given in equation

3.2. with PT = 100 mb, Pb = 900 mb, and Qo again chosen to give a pre

cipitation rate of 1 em/day.

For the runs that did not include M , the structure of the responsec

below 250 mb (Fig. 4.3) is very similar to the response using Geisler's

mean temperature profile (Fig. 3.4). Because the heating extends higher

for the case with the tropopause, we see a larger response in the upper

troposphere. The results summed up for wavenumbers one to ten are shown

in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. At comparable levels, the response for the two

cases near 300 mb are nearly the same. Essentially, the change in mean

stabil ity does not affect the response for the case where there is no

mean cumulus mass flux.
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Perturbation Heating
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normalized to a precipitation rate of 3.65
m/yr.
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However, for the case which includes a cumulus mass flux, there is

a much more fundamental difference between the responses using different

stabilities. Again the perturbation u response on the equator below 200

mb for the case with a tropopause (Fig. 4.6) is very similar to the

response using Geisler's stability (Fig. 3.6). However, the case run

with no tropopause shows a third maximum in amplitude above the top of

the heating and Mc profiles at 140 mb. The maximum amplitude occurs at

120 mb. Thi s maximum does not appear in the case with a tropopause in

the mean temperature profile. This is not a consequence of the heating

being placed below the tropopause, but is rather due to the Mc profile

ending below the minimum temperature. In other runs we have done

inc1udi ng a temperature profil e with a tropopause, when the Mc ends

below the tropopause, a third maximum occurs in the upper troposphere

above the momentum detrainment layer because cumulus drag is locally

absent. However, if the mass flux profile ends at or above the

tropopause, that maximum does not occur.

To examine how the inclusion of cumulus friction in the model

equat ions affects the response for the case with a motionless bas i c

state, we will compare the two runs previously discussed (Figs. 4.3 and

4.6) that use a mean temperature profile which includes a tropopause.

One basic difference is that the maximum amplitude of the perturbation u

field is significantly larger for the case with no M. This is anc

understandable result given that the cumulus mass flux is essentially a

dissipation term.

Another s i gni fi cant di fference is that the 1eve1 of· zero wi nd is

about 160 mb higher for the case with no Mc. This can also be seen in

diagrams of mass flux on the equator, which in a crude sense can give a
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direction of flow (Newell et al., 1974). Figure 4.7 shows mass flux

diagrams derived from our model results on the equator. These show that

the inclusion of Mc tends to narrow the horizontal extent of the circu

1at i on to the west of the heating and both wi den and weaken the

circulation to the east of the heat source. The vertical extent of the

circulation is also reduced by including a mean cumulus mass flux with a

motionless basic state.

A thi rd consequence of addi ng a mean Mc to the bas i c state is to

change the structure of the perturbation u and v fields. The resulting

fields at 325 mb, the level of maximum outflow, are shown in Figures 4.5

and 4.8. The maximum in the westerly response is offset from the

equator for the case that includes Mc and the response on the equator is

damped. We also see a larger easterly response off the equator. In

addition, the response in the v field is stronger for the case with Mc '

The ci rcul at i on to the east of the heating whi ch acts ina sense

opposite to a Hadley cell is twice as strong as the response with no Mc '

The response to the west of the center of the heating, which adds to a

mean Hadley cell, is also stronger than without M .c

Thus we see that including Mc produces a significantly different

response than when Mc is not included. This is quite unlike the results

obtained when the runs using different stabilities were compared. The

change from using a constant static stability to using a mean tempera-

ture profile which includes a tropopause has virtually no effect on our

runs which do not incorporate cumulus friction. However, when cumulus

friction is included, we do find a difference in response between the

two stability cases. This difference is largely confined to the upper

levels. If the mean cumulus mass flux ends below the tropopause, we
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find an additional maximum in the u field response above the momentum

detrai nment 1ayer. Thi s does not occur if Mc ends at the tropopause.

Use of a constant static stabil ity throughout the model produces the

same result, again because of the lack of an extremely stable layer

above the mass fl ux 1ayer. Thi s, however, has 1itt1e effect on the

region we are concerned with in studying the Walker Circulation. That

is because the constant stability used is a fairly accurate representa

tion of that of the realistic temperature profile below the tropopause

(Fig. 4.9).

Including Mc does make a significant difference on the circulation

we are interested in studying. There is a lowering of the level of zero

wi nd and a weakeni ng of the zona1 wi nds on the .equator when Mc is

included. We also find that the maximum u response occurs away from the

heating center when Mc is included. This type of result would not be

found if the only dissipation included is Rayleigh friction which is

constant everywhere in the domai n as was· the case in Gi 11 (1980).

However, it is questionable how valid it is to include a mean mass flux

without also including a mean basic state. In the next section we will

examine what the effects of including a mean basic state are.
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5. Effects of including a nonzero basic state

5.1 Description of model parameters

In order to assess the effects o,f different mean bas i c states,

several runs were made ranging from a motionless basis state to a

complete Hadley cell with a mean zonal wind. All of the runs discussed

in thi s secti on do not i ncl ude wavenumber zero. Summations to get

complete perturbation wind fields are done with wavenumbers one through

ten using the amplitudes given in (2.6). Wavenumbers larger than ten

were not included because the response is negligible for the broad

heating used. Actually, for wavenumber ten the response is five orders

of magnitude less than that of wavenumber one for the Gaussian distri-

bution we are using. The main features of the response can be seen

using only wavenumbers one through three.

The perturbation heating (Fig. 5.1) has a longitudinal e-folding

width of 40~ and a latitudinal e-folding width of go. It is of the form

where F(p) is as given in equation 3.2 with PT = 100 mb, Pb = 900 mb,

and Qo is chosen to give a maximum precipitation of 2 m/yr. The Mc

(Fig. 5.2) used also has an e-folding width of 9° and the M I distri-c

bution corresponds to that of the perturbation heating. Both Me and Mc '

are of the form given in equation 3.3, with gMc~ = 2.3 mb/hr and gMco =

3 mb/hr. The rising branch of the mean Hadley cell coincides with the
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distribution of Mc ' A mean precipitation rate is assumed to be 2.6 m/yr

at the center of the heating. Thi sis 1arger than a typi ca1 zonal

tropical average of approximately 2 m/yr. However this is not a bad

assumption when one considers that the center of the Hadley cell in the

physical world tends to move around and distribute the rainfall over an

area to achieve a 2 m/yr average, while a model Hadley cell is

stationary. The actual average in the rising branch of the physical

Hadley cell is probably larger than 2 m/yr.

The perturbation heating used produces a precipitation rate with an

amplitude of 2 m/yr. So that it is possible to neglect the wavenumber

zero response, the average of the perturbation heating must be equal to

zero. The actual zonal average of a Gaussian with amplitude 2 m/yr and

e-folding width of 40° is about .4 m/yr. The base of the perturbation

heating is then placed at 2.2 m/yr. The maximum precipitation at the

center of the heating is then 4.2 m/yr which is a reasonable precip-

itation rate for the Indonesian region.

.9 ~ ( J:!t av ) where IJ = pv and
p az H az

any run with a motionless basic

The diffusion terms are of the form

m2
v = 1 5 throughout the model. For

state, the Mc I term does not enter into the calculation because it

always occurs multiplied by the mean wind.

Two seri es of model runs were done to look at the sens i t i vity of

the response to different basic states. The first was with the per-

turbat i on heating centered on the equator, and the second wi th the

heat i ng centered on go north. Each seri es of runs cons i sts of one wi th

a motionless basic which includes Mc ' one with a mean northern hemi

sphere winter zonal wind, one with a mean northern hemisphere summer

zona1 wi nd, and one wi th a mean zona1 wi nd and a mean Had 1ey ce11 .

These are summarized in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.l. Model runs

Run Basic State Heating Center Dissipation
_1 _1

la rest equator ex R = ex = 20 days, MN c
_1 _1

Ib winter zonal wind equator ex R = ex = 20 days, Mc ' M I

N C
_1 _1

lc summer zonal wind equator ex R = ex = 20 days, Mc ' M I

N C
_1 _1

Id winter zonal wind equator ex R = ex = 20 days, Mc' M I

equatorial Hadley N c
cell

_1 _1
2a rest 9°N cxR = cx = 20 days, MN c

_1 _1
2b winter zonal wind 9°N exR =cx =20 days, Mc ' M I

N C
_1 _1

2c summer zonal wind 9°N cxR =ex =20 days, Mc ' M I

N C
_1 _1

2d summer zonal wind 9°N ex R = ex = 20 days, M· M I

9°N Hadley cell N c' c

The data for the mean zonal winds were the European

Center for Medium Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) level III b FGGE

analysis obtained from NCAR. The winter average (Fig. 5.3)" consists of

FGGE data averaged over the Pacific (1000 E to 1000 W) from Dec. 1, 1978

to Mar. 6, 1979. The summer average (Fig. 5.4) is over the same area

using data from May 26, 1979 to Sep. 6, 1979. The summer average has a

deep layer of easterl ies in the equatorial region while the winter

average has weak westerlies above the easterlies. A polar night jet is

also present in the southern hemisphere in the summer average which does

not appear in the wi nter average. The data had to be i nterpo1ated to

our model grid using a cubic spline routine. The mean Hadley cells, one

centered around the equator and one centered around 9° N were obtained

by prescribing an analytical stream function 1fI, where v = c~se ~; and

w = - ~ ::. Our derived Hadley cell for the winter case (Fig. 5.5) is
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symmetric around the equator while the observed circulation from Newell

et al. (1972) is clearly very asymmetric; however, ours coincides

adequately as far as the winter hemisphere is concerned and the magni-

tudes of the wind speeds are close to the observed winds. Again, for

the case centered at 90 N (Fig. 5.6), details are not identical between

the derived Hadley cell and the observed, but the overall character is

similar. These prescribed mean Hadley cells should provide some insight

into what the effects of including such a mean circulation are in spite

of the fact that they do not exactly duplicate observations.

The Rayleigh friction and Newtonian cooling both have magnitudes of
_1

a = 20 days. The boundary conditions used are those given in Chapter

2, with physical vertical velocity equal to zero at the bottom and

divergence equal zero at the top.

5.2 Discussion of runs with heating centered on the equator

The base run for this heating, run la, includes Mc but has a motion

less basic state. The phase and ampl itude for the wavenumber one

response (Fig. 5.7) show the level of zero wind and the corresponding

1800 phase shi ft for thi s run occur at about z = .4 or 670 mb. The

response for the run that includes a winter average zonal wind, run lb,

shows that the level of zero wind changes very little from the base run

(Fig. 5.8). There is a slig~t difference in the very upper model

levels, but it is of small amplitude and not very significant. Right at

the equator, the mean wi nter wi nd is weak, so the si mil ar results

between the two runs is not surprising. However, the run using a mean

summer zonal wind, run 1c, is significantly different from the base run

(Fig. 5.9). For this case on the equator, the mean zonal winds are
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response for the run that includes a winter average zonal wind, run lb,

shows that the level of zero wind changes very little from the base run

(Fig. 5.8). There is a slig~t difference in the very upper model

levels, but it is of small amplitude and not very significant. Right at

the equator, the mean wi nter wi nd is weak, so the si mil ar results

between the two runs is not surprising. However, the run using a mean

summer zonal wind, run 1c, is significantly different from the base run

(Fig. 5.9). For this case on the equator, the mean zonal winds are
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easterly and fairly steady at 5 m/s throughout a considerable depth of

the troposphere. ihe response for this case has a similar amplitude

below 700 mb, but the zero wind level is higher. It occurs near 550 mb.

The winds above that level are significantly weaker than for either the

base run or the mean winter zonal flow run. The wavenumber one response

for the run which includes a complete basic state with a derived Hadley

ce11 centered on the equator and a mean wi nter zona1 wi nd, run 1d, is

quite different from the previous runs (Fig. 5.10). The level of zero

wind is higher as was previously postulated. It occurs for this case

between z = .65 and z = .7, or near 500 mb. The amplitude in the lowest

levels is larger than for the other three cases, and the amplitude above

the zero wind line is similar to that for the mean winter zonal wind

case as is the phase.

An examination of the terms in the u momentum equation reveals that

theequator are

The magnitude of the

term - .9 ~ (M uI ) •
p az c '

inclusion of a meanThus theit is of the opposite sign.however,

the terms with the largest magnitudes near the

. . v au I - au I -.9 a - I i s~ I

followlng. aae ' wal ' p dZ (MCJ ) and acosS·
- au'term w az is slightly smaller than that of the

vertical velocity field acts to diminish the effect of the cumulus

fri ction.

The differences in response us i ng the different bas i c states are

better revealed upon examining the summation of wavenumbers one through

ten. Perturbation u and v fields at several levels are shown in Figures

5.11 through 5.14. The most obvious effect of including a mean state is

that a significant response is seen in extratropical latitudes where

without a mean state the response is confined to the tropics. This is

even more apparent in the geopotential field (Fig. 5.15), where a large

mid-latitude response is seen in the winter hemisphere. Webster (1982)
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and Lau and Lim (1982) both found results similar to this also using

linear models. These two studies found that an anomaly embedded

entirely in mean easterly winds will tend to produce an equatorially

trapped response. We find that this is also true for an anomaly with no

mean wind as did Gill (1980). However, if a heating anomaly lies either

completely or partially within the weak equatorial westerlies, Rossby

modes which can propagate poleward may be forced (Webster, 1982). The

westerlies in which the anomaly occurs must be weak enough to allow what

Webster terms a significant local response so that the remote response

at hi gher 1ati tudes may occur. If the mean wi nds are too strong, the

heating is effectively dispersed over too great an area to produce a

1arge 1oca1 response. The reason that one shoul d expect to see thi s

teleconnection type response better in the winter hemisphere is that the

mean westerlies extend further equatorward. Thus 9 more of the anomaly

exists in weak westerlies in the winter hemisphere. Lindzen et al.

(1982) also found an enhanced response to a tropical forcing when they

used a mean wind consisting of unbroken westerlies across the tropical

upper troposphere.

The heating used for the runs in this study effectively extends

from 20 0 S to 200 N (Fig. 5.16). The mean wind fields we are using

would therefore allow some of the anomaly to lie in the weak westerlies,

so the· extratropical response in the wind and geopotential fields is

seen.

In order to assess the effect of including a mean circulation on

the model Walker Circulation, mass fluxes (Fig. 5.17) and the u field

(Fig. 5.18) on the equator were examined. Including a mean winter zonal

wind slightly weakened the circulation to the east of the heating in the
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upper levels. Including the mean summer zonal wind which consisted

entirely of easterlies on the equator greatly weakened the circulation

in the upper levels, but the zonal wind convergence in the lower levels

increased. Thi s extra convergence in the lower 1eve1sis compensated

for by a greatly increased meridional velocity to the south in upper

levels. Including a mean Hadley cell along with the winter basic state

brings about a rise in the zero wind level, and slightly weakens the

upper westward flow. However, the lower level circulation is somewhat

increased. Thi s appears to be compensated for by a weakeni ng in the

lower levels of the meridional circulation that operates in the same

sense as the Hadl ey celL There is 1itt1e change in the magnitude of

the poleward flow of the upper levels, but there is a small increase in

the area that the poleward flow covers. In addition, the intensity of

the eastern branch of the Walker Circulation is increased relative to

the westward branch.

The mass fluxes derived from model results show that either having

the heating embedded in mean easterlies or including a mean Hadley cell

tends to eliminate the tilt of the circulation seen for the other two

cases. Thi s makes the mass fl ux appear more 1i ke that deri ved from

observations (Fig. 1.1). In addition, the circulation to the east of

the heating is strengthened relative to the response west of the heating

for the case including a mean Hadley cell. This also appears more like

the observations; however our model circulation east of the heating is

st ill weaker re1at i ve to that to the wes t than is the case for the

observed mass flux.
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5.3 Discussion of runs with heating centered at go N

The heating for these runs is also a Gaussian with an e-folding

width of go in the latitudinal direction and 40° in the longitudinal

direction. It is of the form

Q = exp [- (~o) 2Jexp [- (e~:1 )2] F(p)

where e l = go, and F(p) is given in equation 3.2 with PT = 100 mb and P
b

= gOO mb. The base run again includes Mc but has a zero basic state.

Mc l has the same latitudinal and longitudinal distribution as the

heating field, and Mc

latitude with an e-folding width of go.

Four runs were made with this heating, these are summarized in

Table 5.1. Run 2a is with a resting basic state, run 2b is with a mean

winter zonal wind, run 2c is with a mean summer zonal wind, and run 2d

is with the summer zonal wind field and a mean Hadley cell centered at

go N.

The wavenumber one response at the heating center for the resting

basic state run, run 2a, shows the level of zero wind occurs at

approximately z = .45 or 640 mb (Fig. 5.19). This is slightly higher

than for run la with the heating centered on the equator. When the mean

summer zonal wind is used, run 2c, the level of zero wind is about the

same, and the overall response at go N is very- similar (Fig. 5.20).

Including a mean Hadley cell with the summer mean zonal wind, run 2d,

significantly changes the response (Fig. 5.21). The level of zero wind

is lifted to near 500 mb as was the case for the heating centered on the

equator. In addition, the amplitude of the zonal wind response is

increased with the peak near 240 mb which is almost twice that of the

is also centered on go N and is Gaussian in
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case with no Hadl ey cell. In addition to the terms with the 1argest

magnitudes discussed for the case with the heating on the equator, the

- au l

-fv' term is also significant at gON. Again, the term w az has

slightly smaller magnitude that the term - .9. ~ (M u l
) but is of the

p az c '

opposite sign. Including a mean Hadley cell then diminishes the effect

of the cumulus friction.

The summations of wavenumbers one through ten reveal several

unexpected results. The fi rst is that even though the heating is

centered in the northern hemisphere, a significant response is seen in

the southern hemi sphere. For run la, with the heating centered on the

equator (Fig. 5.11), the maximum response in the perturbation u field to

the west of the heating occurs right on the equator. However, for the

go N heating, run 2a, that maximum is seen south of the heating center

and in the upper troposphere it is south of the equator (Fig. 5.22).

The maxima to the west are no longer vertically stacked as was the case

for the equatorial heating, but tilt southward with increasing height.

The westerly jets near 300 mb are still present, and slightly stronger.

At 325 mb, the response is greatest in the southern hemisphere. This is

most likely due to the cumulus friction term, which damps the response

in the vicinity of the heating. For a case that was run with no cumulus

friction and no basic state, maximum responses are found to occur very

close to the heating and the total response is mostly in the northern

hemisphere but south of 30° N. The perturbation v field has its largest

magnitude in northern hemisphere and the complementery circulation in

the southern hemisphere is not as strong as for the equatorial heating.

The circulation that acts in the sense opposite to that of a Hadley cell

tilts southward with height and is stronger relative to the v response
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west of the heating that for the equatori a1 heat i ng case. Thus, we

would expect to see an even weaker northern hemisphere Hadley cell over

the eastern Pacific when the heating is off the equator.

When the winter average mean zonal wind is included, run 2b, again

the most significant difference is the appearance of a large amplitude

response in the higher latitudes of the northern hemisphere (Fig. 5.23).

It is even larger than for the equatorial heating with the same basic

state, most likely because for this case a larger portion of the pertur

bation heating lies in weak westerlies.

When the summer average mean zonal wi nd is used for the bas i c

state, run 2c, the major perturbation u response is in the southern

hemisphere as was the case for the equatorial heating (Fig. 5.24).

However, we do not see the significant response in the higher latitudes.

This is probably due to the fact that most of the heating lies in mean

easterly winds. For the equatorial heating, run lc, the major response

in the v fields occurs in the southern hemisphere. However, when the

heating is moved to go N, run 2c, there is a similar magnitude v

response in the northern hemisphere. Another difference between the run

with the heating at go N and that on the equator is that the magnitude

of the meridional circulation east of the heating is greater relative to

that west of the heating for the off-equator heating.

Including a mean Hadley cell centered at go N with the summer zonal

wi nd, run 2d, acts to increase the u response near the heating in the

northern hemisphere (Fig. 5.25). A larger magnitude extratropical

response in the southern hemisphere also appears as a result of includ

ing a mean Hadley cell. In addition, the intensity of the u response to

the east of the heating is increased relative to the circulation to the
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west of the heating as was the case for the equatorial heating. In the

v field, there is a strengthening of the meridional circulation in the

southern hemisphere when compared with the run with no Hadley cell. The

presence of the mean Had1 ey cell seems to increase the area whi ch is

i nf1 uenced by the heating more so for the go N heat i ng than for the

equatorial heating. This is probably due to the mean zonal wind fields

being used for each case. For the equatorial heating, run Id, a mean

wi nter zonal wi nd was used because in the northern hemi sphere wi nter,

the mean Had1 ey cell tends to be centered near the equator. However,

the mean Hadley cell tends to be centered in the northern hemisphere in

the summer, so a mean summer zonal wi nd structure was used for the

off-equator heating, run 2d. Therefore, when the mean Hadley cell was

centered on the equator, the mean zonal winds were weak easterly in the

lower levels turning to westerly above 300 mb with a significant amount

of the heating in westerlies above 600 mb. However, for the basic state

with a mean Hadley cell centered at go N, mean easterlies existed to the

model top. When a tropical heating is entirely embedded in easterlies

without a Hadley cell, the response tends to be equatorially trapped.

When the heating is· partially in mean westerlies, a higher latitude

response is seen. For the run with the heating on the equator, a larger

portion of the heating lies in mean westerlies than for the go N run, so

that a significant response is seen outside of the tropics even" without

a mean Hadley cell. However, when the heating is placed at go N with

the mean summer zonal winds, most of the heating is confined within mean

easter1ies~ and the main response is limited to the tropics. The

addition of a mean Hadley cell provides a means for the heating to

influence areas outside of the band of easterlies. Advection by the
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mean wind therefore appears to be more important for instances where the

heating lies exclusively in mean easterlies than when some of the

heating lies in mean westerlies.

The effect of moving the heating to 9° N on the Walker circulation

can be seen by compari ng the u fi e1ds at the heat; n9 centers. The

resulting east-west circulation at 9° N (Fig. 5.26) is quite similar to

the equatorial heating for the cases with a motionless basic state. The

off-equator heating produces a stronger circulation at the heating

center for the summer zonal basic state. The circulations are of

similar magnitudes for the winter zonal basic state in the upper levels

while slightly weaker near the surface. When the u field on the equator

is examined (Fig. 5.27), it can be seen that the east-west circulation

is stronger than for the equatorial heating for the three basic states

which do not include a Hadley cell. The two runs which do include a

Hadley cell cannot be compared because they use entirely different basic

states. However, as was the case for the equatorial heating, including

a basic state Hadley cell raised the level of zero wind.

5.4 Summary

We have come to two main conclusions from this study of the sensi

tivity of the model response to different basic states. The first

conclusion is that in order to see a mid-latitude response to a tropical

heating, a mean zonal wind which allows some of the heating to lie in

mean westerlies must be inclUded. When our model was forced with a

tropical heating in a resting basic state, we found the response was

restricted to the tropics. This coincides with the results of Gill

(1980). However, when a mean zonal wind was included, we found that if
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any of the heating was in weak westerlies, there was a higher latitude

response. This agrees with the findings of Webster (1982) and Lindzen

et a1. (1982).

The second conclusion of this sensitivity study is that if a

cumuJ us-parameter. Hatioo---is--i-netude-ct-- in--a---tirre-ar---model ~·-a- -me",irfHiidl ey

cell should also be included in the basic state. When the terms in the

u-momentum equation are examined, we find that advection by the mean

vertical velocity field tends to be of similar magnitude but opposite

sign from the largest magnitude cumulus friction term. Including the

mean Hadley cell also tends to cause a rise in the level of zero wind in

the Walker Circulation which makes it appear more like the observed

circulation. In addition, the inclusion of a mean Hadley cell with a

summer mean zonal wind basic state which consists of deep easterlies in

the tropics, brings about an enhanced mid-latitude response. Advection

by the mean Hadley cell seems to transmit information about a tropical

heating to higher latitudes.
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__________~~_ Incl usion of. the_ wavenumber zero response

Up to thi s poi nt, the wavenumber zero response has not been con

sidered in any summations. This has been done because of the definition

of the Walker Circulation as the deviation of the wind wind field from

the zonal average (Newell et al., 1974). It would then be the response

to a deviation of precipitation from the zonal average and therefore,

there would be no mean or wavenumber zero response. However, the pertur

bation heating profile used for this study is actualiy fairly broad.

For the cases when wavenumber zero is not cons i de red , the pos it i ve

anomaly covers roughly one quarter of the distance around the globe.

A1though over the entire globe there is no net heating, in the regi on

where the Walker Circulation occurs, there is a net positive heating.

It may be that the response we are re1ati ng to the observed Walker

Circulation actually has a wavenumber zero component. The wavenumber

zero response will take the form of a pair of Hadley cells. In the

study of Gi 11 (1980), he found that for hi s symmetri c heati ng, the

east-west circulation is about five times that in each Hadley cell, or,

for the heating used, the Walker Circulation response dominates.

In order to see how the character of the response di ffers when

wavenumber zero is included, four cases will be considered and compared

to similar cases without wavenumber zero. For these additional

summati cns, the di stri buti on of the perturbation heati n9 will be as

given for the equatorial heating cases discussed previously except the
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amplitude of the heating will give a precipitation rate of 1.6 m/yr.

This added onto a mean precipitation rate of 2.6 m/yr will give a

maximum of 4.2 m/yr as was used for the summations that did not include

the wavenumber zero response. The four cases to be compared wi 11

include a run a motionless basic state and no cumulus friction, a

motionless basic state with cumulus friction, a mean winter zonal flow,

and a mean wi nter zonal flow wi th a mean Hadl ey ce 11 centered on the

equator. These cases are summarized in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1. Experiments including wavenumber zero

Run Basic State Dissipation

_1 _1
A rest a

R =a =20 days, no MN c
_1 _1

B rest a
R = aN = 20 days, M

c
_1 _1

C winter zonal flow a R = a = 20 days, Mc ' Mc
I

N
_1 _1

D winter zonal flow a R = a = 20 days, Mc ' Mc
I

equatori al Hadley cell N

When the upper 1eve1 flow for the case wi thout cumulus fri ct ion,

experiment A, is compared with the flow for the similar summation

excl udi ng wavenumber zero (Fi g. 6.1), three di fferences are apparent.

The first is that the divergence of the perturbation u field is

decreased from that of the run summi ng wavenumbers one through ten.

This is entirely due to the change in amplitude from 2 m/yr precipi-

tation for the case excluding wavenumber zero to 1.6 m/yr when it is

included because the amplitude of the u l response for wavenumber zero is

i dent i ca lly zero on the equator. The second s i gni fi cant di fference is

the presence of a westerly jet near 20° for the case i ncl udi ng wave-

number zero. This is exclusively a wavenumber zero response. The third
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major difference is that the meridional overturning to the east of the

heat source whi ch acts contrary to a Hadl ey celli s weakened and coV,rs

a smaller area. This resulting circulation between 11° N and II? S
~~

resembles somewhat the circulation Gill (1980) obtained in his study.

This circulation consists of a predominately zonal wind response to the

east of the heating and two anti symmetric circulations on a constant

pressure surface centered just to the west of the heating center on

either side of the equator.

An examination of the other cases considered yields essentially the

same conclusion. For the run with a motionless basic state which

includes cumulus friction, experiment B, again there is no wavenumber

zero response on the equator (Fig. 6.2) so the changes in the magnitude

of the zonal wind divergence are due entirely to the change in the

amplitude of the perturbation heating. The jets that did exist near 20°

are strengthened and the meridional overturning east of the heating is

weakened. These same differences also hold for the run with a mean

zonal wind, experiment C, and the run which includes a mean Hadley cell

with the mean zonal wind, experiment 0 (Fig. 6.3).

With the 40° e- fo 1di ng wi dth perturbation heat i ng used here, the

wavenumber one response domi nates. However, if the heating is of a

broader 1ongi tudi na1 extent, the wavenumber zero response wi 11 become

more important. A broader heating fi e1d woul d be expected in the

Pacific during an El Nino event when the sea surface temperatures in the

eastern Pacific are significantly warmer than normal. Presumably, by

some mechanism not well understood, this sea surface temperature inform-

ation would be transmitted to the atmosphere and cause increased cloud-

iness and rainfall, thereby heating the atmosphere thlr'ough condensa-

tional processes. With this broader heating, we would expect to see
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less of Walker Circulation response and more of a Hadley cell type

response.

In a run with our model where the e-folding width was changed to

80°, it was found that the region of positive vertical velocities on the
-_.•.....•..._-._-- •._...._.,,---------•..._- ~-,.•.."-

equator nearly doubled, going from 105° to 180°, while the region of

sinking in the subtropics increased. If we assume the center of the

heating is on the western edge of the Pacific, that would mean that the

perturbation vertical velocity is positive over 70% of the equatorial

Pacific. There also exists perturbation westerlies in a band from 10°

to 45° latitude above 500 mb. These are approximately 65% stronger than

for the narrower heating.

Bjerknes (1966) observed that during a period of time with anomal-

ously warm sea surface temperatures along the equatorial Pacific, there

were record intensity westerl i es in the eastern north Pacifi c. He

hypothes i zed that a warmer than normal equatori a1 ocean over a broad

range of longitude would intensify the Hadley circulation in that

region. This would in turn transport westerly absolute angular momentum

to the subtropical jet stream at a faster than normal rate which would

create stronger mid-latitude westerlies.

In this present study we find that with a broad heating, the

strongest intensification of the upper level westerlies would occur in

the western Pacific at about 20° latitude in the winter hemisphere.

However, we also find some pertubation westerlies in the eastern

Pacific. The greatest intensification in the upper level westerlies

occurs about 40° east of the largest pertubation meridional velocity

response that acts in the sense of a Hadley cell and at the same longi-

tude of the maximum vertical velocity response. This then supports
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Bjerknes' theory that an increase in the Hadley cell can bring about an

increase in higher latitude westerlies. However, for our case this

occurs where the perturbation heating is a maximum. Since we consider

the center of the perturbation heating to be in the far western Pacific
- -_. - --------_ .._.__•....••.....•.,_.. ".

'where precip'itation is observed to be a maximum, we find the phenomena

Bjerknes (1966) refers to occuring in the western Pacific much more so

than in the eastern Pacifi c. However, in the case of an E1 Nino event

the heating center is farther to the east (Shukla and Wallace, 1983), so

our findings might coincide with Bjerknes l theory. Regardless, to find

these results at all, the wavenumber zero response is critical.

In summary, we find that as the perturbation heating becomes of

broader longitudinal extent, the wavenumber zero response becomes more

important. Thus, in order to model the effects on the Walker Circula

tion and higher latitude responses due to a broad tropical heating such

as would occur during an E1 Nino event, the wavenumber zero response

must be considered in a linear model.

. ,
!
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,.

The mai n intent of thi s study has been to assess the effects

changes in the bas i c state wi 11 have on the response of ali near,

spherical, primitive equation model forced with a tropical heat source.

In reality, the phenomena being studied is probably not adequately

represented by linear assumptions. However, the simplicity of a linear

model allows us to better understand what causes our results and permits

us to compare our results with previous linear studies.

The heat source used for thi s study was chosen to gi ve a model

circulation that can be compared to the observed Walker Circulation.

Regardl ess of the mean state used, the model produces a response that

qualitatively resembles a Walker circulation. That is, there is a

maximum rising motion over the maximum heating and a convergence of the

zonal wind in lower levels with an associated divergence of the zonal

wind in upper levels. The circulation produced to the east of the

heating in our model is of broader longitudinal extent than that to the

west of the heating. Thi s para 11 e1s what has been observed in other

linear studies (Gill, 1980; Geisler, 1981), and compares favorably with

the observed circulation. Gill (1980) interpreted this result in terms

of Kelvin and Rossby waves. If the heating is turned on at an initial

time, Kelvin waves would move rapidly eastward at a rate roughly three

times that of the fastest moving westward Rossby waves. This would

create a broader regi on of perturbation easterl i es to the east of the
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source, and a narrower region of perturbation westerlies west of the

heat source. Our model runs which inclupe wavenumber zero resemble

Gillis (1980) results.
~
~;

The inclusion of' wavenumber zero reduces the

perturbation meridional vel oci ty~~s!-_ oLth~ equa.tor s.o.that.-it-apl*ars
--- --- ~----_._~_._-----~_._-~---- ---, -

more like a Kelvin wave.

The zonal flow cons i st i ng of the summation of wavenumbers one

through ten east of the heating tends to be weaker than that west of the

heating. The model circulation east of the heating is weaker more so

than occurs in the observed circulation pictured in Newell et a1.

(1974). In addition, although the observed circulation is of broader

longitudinal extent east of Indonesia, the ratios between the longi

tudinal size of the perturbation easterlies to that of perturbation

westerlies is smaller than for the model circulation. In fact, the

resulting model response covers most of the globe while the observed

Walker circulation does not.

In reality, there" are other local maxima in precipitation around

the globe which would in turn be accompanied by heating maxima not

included in this model study. If a complicated heating function was

used to adequately mode 1 the observed preci pi tat ion in the tropi cs,

there would undoubtedly be changes in the longitudinal extent covered by

the east-west ci rcul at i on produced. Other factors, such as i nfl uences

of topography and nonlinear interactions, may act to give the observed

Walker Circulation its exact appearance. A recent study by Chervin and

Druyan (1984) using a coarse-mesh climate model showed that the removal

of South America and its associated convective activity caused signif-

icant changes in the resulting circulation. However, we conclude, as

previous researchers have done, that a circulation similar to that of
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lOS

the observed Walker circulation is produced by an Indonesian heat

source.

Although a Walker-type circulation is produced when forcing a

resting basic state with a tropical heat source, there are differences
-- ----_.-._--

in response when different basic states are included. Two major

differences can be noted. - The fi rst is that in order to see a mi d-

latitude response with a tropical heating in a linear model, mean zonal

winds must be part of the basic state. When a mean zonal wind is

included, we find there are subtle changes in the model Walker

Circulation, while there are significant changes in higher latitude

responses. Including a mean Hadley cell brings about a second major

change in response. The inclusion of a mean Hadley cell lifts the level

of zero perturbation zona1 wi nds on the equator in runs whi ch also

include a mean cumulus mass flux. In fact, an examination of the

magnitude of terms in the u-momentum equation shows that advection by

the mean vertical velocity field is a major term and of opposite sign

9 a - Ifrom the largest magnitude cumulus friction term, - p az (Mcu). In

addition, including a mean Hadley cell when the zonal wind in which the

tropical heating is embedded consists primarily of easterlies, we find

an enhanced mid-latitude response.

When cumulus friction is included without including a mean vertical

velocity in a linear model, effectively half of the process we are

trying to parameterize is left out. Because observations indicate that

between cloud subsidence is small, it is unlikely that there would be a

mean cumulus mass flux without a mean vertical velocity in the ncz.
Thus, to obtain realistic model results when a cumulus mass flux para-

meterization is used, a basic state which includes a mean vertical

velocity should also be used.
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Another effect that is produced as a result of including cumulus

fri ct i on is that the wi nds tend to be damped in the vi ci nity of the

heating. In fact, a westerly jet response in the upper levels occurs

about 20° of latitude away from the heating center. This does not occur
-------" ._.--_. --~ - --- -~._-_._.

when a constant Rayleigh friction is used throughout the model domain.

These significant differences produced using different dissipation

parameterizations indicate that perhaps more research needs to be done

on the adequacy of different friction parameterizations.

The attempt in this study to create a model Hadley cell using an

analytical stream function is very simplistic. Ideally, there needs to

be a model Hadley cell that is a response to a mean heating and a mean

cumulus mass flux that is computed at the same time which is consistent

with the mean vertical velocity field. However, our simplistic Hadley

cell gives a result that shows the advective processes of a mean Hadley

cell are important in the atmospheric response to a tropical heat

source. Specifically, we find that when a mean Hadley cell is not

inc1uded in the bas i c state, the zero wi nd 1eve1 of the mode1 Walker

Circulation is much lower than observed. We also find that when a mean

Hadley cell is included for the case of a heating embedded in mean

easterlies, an enhanced mid-latitude response occurs.
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APPENDIX A

LIST OF SYMBOLS

CD surface drag coefficient

Cp specific heat of air at constant pressure

H ~T, scale height

Mc cumulus mass flux

Q

R

T

a

f

g

p

s

t

u

uc

v

diabatic heat source

gas constant for dry air

temperature

surface temperature (3000 K)

horizontal velocity vector

gustiness factor (8 m/s)

mean radius of the earth (6.37 x 106m)

2Qsin8, coriolis parameter

gravitational acceleration
-z

poe ,pressure

surface pressure (1000 mb)

longitudinal wavenumber

time

acos6 ~, zonal velocity component

u-component of the wind at the base of the momentum detrainment
layer

a ~~, meridional velocity component
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